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“Don’t believe everything you read on the internet.”

~ Abraham Lincoln *

Let loose the propaganda Kraken, should be the new slogan of
most  so-called  news  presenters  today,  especially,  but  not
exclusively, the mainstream media, but including much of the
‘alternative’ media as well. Considering the mindset of the
American population at large, it seems that Orwell’s vision of
“1984,”  “War  is  Peace,  Freedom  is  Slavery,  Ignorance  is
Strength,” is very appropriate today. One might even go so far
as to say up is down, left is right, and black is white;
although this last example will likely, given the lack of
intelligence  evident,  also  be  considered  racist  by  the
progressive dolts who make up much of society, politics, and
the media.

After I awoke (in the physical sense) this morning, one of the
first ‘news’ items I saw, a very obnoxious one to be sure, was
a Trump video with him claiming that: “I am your retribution.”
Sadly, he went on to say that “I will totally obliterate the
deep state.” “With you at my side, we will demolish the deep
state. We will expel the war mongers… We will drive out the
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globalists. We will cast out the communists. We will throw off
the political class that hates our country … We will beat the
Democrats. We will rout the fake news media. We will expose
and appropriately deal with the Rinos [Republicans in name
only]. We will evict Joe Biden from the White House. And we
will liberate America from these villains and scoundrels once
and for all.”

It took all my strength and resolve to get through just one
minute of this repulsive political horse-hockey. As Trump was
claiming to be God, he told lies he has  spewed over and over
again. He said he would expel the warmongers, but he is an
extreme  warmonger,  and  when  in  office,  threatened  to
obliterate tens of millions of innocents with nukes, as well
as continuing to threaten and wage aggressive war throughout
his term in office. He set the fake ‘covid’ machine in action,
claimed he was the father of the ‘vaccine,’ a toxic bioweapon
experiment,  and  death  sentence  for  likely  millions,  and
allowed the economic destruction of this country, all while
his administration spent $7 trillion in 2020 alone. Much of 
the money doled out was for relief of a ‘virus’ that has never
once been identified, and a bogus ‘pandemic’ he helped to
create. He and every other politician was and is a part of the
globalists he pretends to castigate, so how could any sane
person be fooled by this loathsome and arrogant parasite and
his lies and propaganda?

Then  there  is  the  new  and  improved  U.S.  government
‘intelligence’ (an oxymoron of course) claim that once again
fake  ‘covid’  was  ‘likely’  a  lab  release  from  Wuhan,  the
‘likely’  origin  theory  revamped.  This  was  a  so-called
‘conclusion,’  (purposely  leaked  ‘story)  by  the  very
‘reputable’ U.S. Department of Energy, with help from the FBI,
one  of  the  most  heinous,  evil,  and  corrupt  enforcement
agencies on planet earth. Remember, that the U.S. had been in
the Wuhan lab for many years, and that no such thing as SARS-
CoV-2 or ‘covid-19’ has ever once been found to exist. This is
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all happening at the very same time as many rabid ‘covid’
injection and ‘pandemic’ supporters, those who make up the
phony  propaganda-belching  Hollywood  crowd,  are  denouncing
(wink)  the  bioweapon  shot,  all  after  many,  if  not  most
Americans, have taken this deadly venom, and succumbed to the
current and future dire health risks of this poison. Could it
be? Could this be a bait and switch tactic to distract this
deaf,  dumb,  blind,  and  gullible  populace  into  once  again
giving cover to this atrocious government for its pre-planned
covert ‘pandemic’ plot that was used to destroy this country,
by shifting the narrative again to blame China? This idiocy is
being reported everywhere, including most all the mainstream,
and  the  bulk  of  the  so-called  alternative  news  sites  and
blogs. It seems everyone got their marching orders, saluted,
and deployed their ‘journalistic’ ammunition to the masses,
just as instructed.

‘Coincidentally’ of course, headlines today also speak of the
U.S. heavily training for a Pacific Island fight (war) with
China,  stating  that  U.S.  relations  with  China  are
deteriorating. Statements being issued by very dubious U.S.
military sources, claim this is due to China’s “aggressive
moves on Taiwan,” its “attempts to intimidate Japan,” its
“violation of U.S. airspace” with a fake and most probably
U.S. false flag spy balloon operation, and its support for
Russia’s (U.S. staged) “invasion of Ukraine.” There seems to
be a pattern here, but how many are buying this hype?

What is not inundating most of the news today? The chemical
poison attack and health devastation story in East Palestine,
Ohio is being kept fairly silent, as is most of the other
continuous train derailments that have chemical spills. The
balloons are also gone it seems. Animal and bird slaughters
are  mostly  missing  in  the  ‘news,’  and  food  and  energy
shortages worldwide are mostly hidden. There is little about
the U.S. effort and the global drive toward CBDCs, and their
implementation. There is little if any reporting on sudden
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deaths  recently,  even  though  some  Hollywood  whores  are
supposedly censorious of the bioweapon injection. The horrible
geoengineering in our skies is little discussed, including the
United Nations recent admissions of this, (it has been going
on for decades) and statements claiming their desire to seek
the regulation of this poisonous process.

I could of course, go on and on about the massive amount of
propaganda, lies, corruption, misdirection, and evil intent of
the  State  and  its  government  pawns,  but  most  will  still
swallow the cool-aid, believe the lies, and buy into every
fake distraction and false flag that is rammed down their
gullible throats. With another, and most probably, the biggest
bullshite election circus of all time coming next year, the
airwaves  will  be  inundated  with  more  fake  stories,  more
threats, more hypocrisy, contradiction, false flag events, and
fantastic propaganda that one has ever experienced. This will
all be taking place while the drive toward world domination by
the ruling class, its government and enforcement arms, media,
and  all  the  other  complicit  political  criminal  gangs,
continues to destroy this earth and humanity while the sheep
watch from their perch in their theatre of gullibility.

“Do not be so open-minded that your brains fall out.”

~ G.K. Chesterton

 

* Yes, the Lincoln quote is fake.!

 

Reference links:

An open letter concerning “solar radiation modification” – SRM
(blocking the sun with chemicals and metals)

Look over here so you won’t see what is in front of you
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2020 federal spending (understated)

UN Supervillians Threaten to Dim the sun
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